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Solar activity was at a low ebb -again this month, but sky 
time remained at a fairly good level with coronal sky at 
a ?\rf figure - nearly all of which was class I or 7 7.
Dnly 9 r̂crc-n surveys were obtained for the whole month* 
and activity observations were restricted to a few Darium 
Series and Spicule observations and one large eruptive
prominence that occured in cirrus, obscuring the lines in 
the observations. One of the Barium Series was of very 
high quality, however - being the best obtained so far with 
all the Barium lines in emission except one.
o major changes ver* nace to t;.o flaru ;:atrol operation 

this month, rhe film tests of the special I akota licroi'ilm 
Company’s films returned, and of the three emulsions one 
was within the range of possible use. This one film was 
a bout one-half as fast as Iuplopan Rapid, but had an image 
quality that was as good appearing on the light box. In- 
large me nts are needed to pinpoint just bow good the image 
is, but probably we will not seriously consider zhe film 
since it is slower• j-'he other two films die not register 
an image of the sun at exposures of five times the nor ial 
I‘ uplopan :,arid exi osure«
The m u uble-length image tube Las been installed a m 1 is 
undergoing tests at Climax. The relay lens 'between the 
tube and the camera has been replaced with the relay lens 
from the ole, old image tube of a few years ago^ the tube 
and the transfer lens ahead of the tube have been shifted 
ill petition in ordor to obtain a on* to one imaging on the 
film plane* -h, net result of the now tuba anc relay lens 
is a system that is roughly three times faster \& th a 
flatter field and better resolution.
Is he K-coronameter vent back into operation early in the 
aonth. It will run primarily on the weekends, leavln.; the 
week days to the 16 inch coronagraph « this is not a rigid 
schedule, of course. Tf the lu inch is not in use, then 
the coronameter will operate, anc vice-versa. Both Dick 
Hansen and Chris Teynekamp plan a trip or two each aonth 
to Climax for coronameter operation. The instrument seems 
to be operating well, with no problems that were not known 
when it went out of operation last spring. Ferhaps 6 or 10 
sets of observations were obtained during November. Come 

ci these were long surveys covering most of the cay#
The 16 inch coronagraph was virtually ready for use as the 
month ended, and the group at Southwestern University will 
shortly be notified to come on ahead. They plan to use the

.
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instrument to feed light to their infra-red spectrometers 
and explore the region 1*0 to 2.2 microns for emission lines 
in the chromoshpere and corona. After their experiment is 
completed (about 1 we el: will be needed) tl:e next; observing 
will be with the Halle filter on the face of the sun in K*c* 
Turing the month further checks were made on the drift of 
the focus during the first hour of operation. Joe theorized 
that this is due primarily to heating of the -angin mirrorf 
90 to painted the uaei: of the aluminized surface with 100% 
titanium dioxide paint* This seems to have helped the focus 
drift problem, but in a not quite logical way - and there 
is still a drift of a little over two inches* The principle 
optical elements were cleaned - this being the Oi lens, the 
Mans in, and the 0--* Cleaning a 16 inch lens to coronal 
quality had worried Joe and I for several years, but when the 
time came the job was not too bad. It was washed in a very 
conventional way with an alcohol bath (for the lens, not the 
lens cleaners) followed by a strong detergent bath and rinse 
in distilled water* The scrubbing of the lens was done with 
a camel’s hair brush* The results were satisfactory on the 
Ci, 'but the 0^ apparently was coated by Perk in-Elmer and it 
did not clean"" as well - but then it is not as critical either. 
Joe measured the scattered light in the instrument in a roujh 
way with a photo cell in the red. The results here indicate 
good perfor lance with the scattering measuring out about 
30 to *+0 millionths due to the instrument alone. Steps were 
taken near the end of the month to prevent the mashing of 
wires at the polar axis casting as the spar aoves to the 
extreme south position* This is a problem that has plagued 
the 26 foot spar since it was operated far south with the 
Venus Aurora Instrument several y 'ars a30. Dave has moved 
the wires now so that they are not in danger of being hit, 
and we have a safe meta1-1o-meta1 stop on the south motion*
The house trailer is vacant at Climax since Dave Davidson 
left in September. Ye would like to encoura e anyone that 
is interested to come on up and use it, either for short or 
long visits. Chris Heynekamp’s 6 month stay last winter 
and spring was very beneficial for Chris and the K-corona
meter, and Dave’s stay this past summer certainly speeded 
up the completion of the 16 inch.
The strike at the Climax Co. has now gone on for nearly five 
months * The management staff of 350 people are operating 
the mine on a round-the-cloek, seven-*:'ay-a-week basis, and 
their production is 75? of the pre-strike rate. /hat is 
more impressive is that the per man shift tonnage ic 52*0 
now compared with at 2b *2 figure before the strike* Of 
course no development work is being done, and only a min
imum of maintenance Is carried out* There are about 1B00 
employees out on strike* -our more articles were a reed to 
last week.} leaving only three of the original 2b still to 
be settled before a new contract can be accepted.


